The object of this paper is first of all to give Dirichlet's results briefly, together with some theorems and illustrations immediately deducible from them (in order to restrict the computation to cases in which the theory is of more help). We shall, of course, offer various tables of relative class numbers, such data being our main object. We emphasize quadratic integral domains of prime power conductor under the whole integral domain (of all quadratic integers of the field).
We ask, in particular, when the relative class number is divisible by 2 and 4, and find simple linear congruence conditions. When we ask which prime conductors have relative class numbers divisible by 3, we find such primes are essentially the splitting primes of certain cubic fields and therefore representable by quadratic forms, according to the classic work of Dedekind [3] . This is basically an application of class-field theory and perhaps the tables emerging would be of some experimental use. The classic background is amplified in [7] , [5] , and [2] .
Here it might be appropriate to remark that the tables given below have a "natural" limit of diminishing returns owing to the fact that the relevant portions of classical algebraic number theory were developed long ago with relatively little data, and it would be desirable to see the theory profit from more data before great feats of computer endurance are attempted.
2. Notation and Terminology. We follow the convention that Latin letters generally denote rational integers and Greek letters denote algebraic integers. The following symbols and terms appear throughout the work: m is a square-free integer > 1. R(m1 '2) is the field generated by m1/2. is the set of all algebraic integers of R(mv ). It consists of co = (x + ymll2)/c for which x and y are rational integers subject only to the condition x = y (mod c).
is the function defined by y = F(u) in the above definition. £)/ is an arbitrary integral domain (ring with unity) in R(m112), given uniquely for any integer / > 0. It consists of the subset of algebraic integers w in D for which /1 F(u). Here / is called the conductor. It is the index of ¡0/ in ¡0, and Oi = ©. fd is the ring-discriminant of £>/ . Its purpose is that any given D(>\) which is = 0 or 1 (mod 4) can be written uniquely as fd for some /and d. Thus/2d completely determines R(m112) and £)/ in R(m112).
is the class number (of ideals prime to /) in ¡0/ . //(/) is the relative class number = h(fd)/h(d), (used when the value of d, or the field, is understood in context). e is the fundamental unit, written e = (a + brnl2)/c. Here a > 0, b > 0 and a = b (mod c).
e is the norm of the fundamental unit, actually ±1, ¿V(e) = e = (a2 -mb2)/c2.
\¡/(f) is the value of/n(l -(d/q)/q) extended over primes q which divide /. Here (d/q) is the Kronecker residue symbol, (
is the minimum exponent t (>1) for which t'tD/ or for which f\ F(e'). It can be shown directly that <£(/) | \¡/(f). By classical methods of primitive root theory, if f\F(eu), then <b(f) \u.
Other symbols appear only locally and can best be defined as they arise.
3. Dirichlet's Theorems. The starting point is the following theorem, in principle due to Gauss: For a given field R(m112), (with m > 0),
Hin -*(/)/fin:
If m < 0, the formula is modified so that, for instance, with / > 1, <p(f) is replaced by half the number of units in £>. (We do not need the modified formula for the machine part of the calculation, but for supporting computations in Section 7). Now ip(f) is fairly easy to find, but the calculation of <j>(f) is the part requiring the electronic computer. Dirichlet [4] showed, however, that if / = p'1 • ■ ■ p,F', where the primes p¡ come from a given finite set, then the values of H(f) also come from a finite set as the exponents Ft vary; in fact H(f) = i/o, a constant if each Fi is sufficiently large. An examination of Dirichlet's method leads to the rule that if pi is odd and /0 is such that H(f¡¡) = H(f0p¡) (while if one p¡ = 2, /0 satisfies II (fo) = H(4fo)), then H(f) = H(fü) if /o|/, (recalling the prime divisors of/ are to be limited to the p¿).
From general principles it also follows that if /1 g, then H(f) \ H(g). The main step in understanding these results is to consider any/which contains all the odd primes p¡ (and possibly 22) as divisors. Then f\ i^(e*c/)), i.e., e*(/) = (x/ + y/rnl2)/c, where/ | y¡ . But, let/* be the factor of y¡ consisting of powers of the pi. (Thus/|/* while (y,/f*, f) = 1.) Then for pt odd, F(eW)Vi) = p]*g, where (g, /) = 1, as we prove by using the binomial theorem, (in a manner reminiscent of the proof that a primitive root modulo p is a primitive root modulo pn, n > 2). For p( even, special attention must be given the denominator c = 2, but this can be left to the reader, as well as the completion of the proof of the above results by induction. If we restrict/ to powers of a prime p then we find H(pn+1) = H(p") or pH(pn) (ne 1), but eventually H(pn+i) = H(pn) then H(pm) = H(pn) for all m ^ n when p is odd, while for p = 2, H(2n+l) = H(2n) or 2#(2"), (ra à 1), but eventually H(2n+2) = H(2") where H(2m) = H(2n) for all n è m.
4. Simple Cases. We first consider those q which divide 6 mb. In these cases the values of H(q') are easily seen by elementary hand calculations, and we often omit these from the tables to make room for more interesting values. If, however, 3 \ m, let 3T || a + 6 m, then f^min(/,3r) if 3>a6,
(Note that / = 3F is "special" because of consideration of 3C. Compare / = qF below).
Here let q be a prime ^2, 3 for which q \ mb, and let qB || b. Then 
The last value is desired for purposes of testing F(tW)). For example, if
then / is a suitable /0 for Section 3. The basic sub-routine was used in several ways.
In one run the basic sub-routine was set up to increment / by 1 automatically over a range /i á / 3â /ï where f, and fa are given in addition to the initial data. For m = 5 the problem was run up to/ = 4400 and for m = 2 and 3, it was run up to / = 1000.
In another variation, the values of / were incremented as before but were restricted to primes in the preassigned range. (We always use the letter p to denote a prime.) These main runs were made for / = p an odd prime up to 997 for 38 values of m, namely The problem was programmed for the GEORGE computer with only approximately 500 words of a 4096-word high-speed memory involved. The machine is internally binary with 40-bit word length and approximate speed of 50,000 twoaddress operations per second.
In all the runs, the output consisted of the input data (5.1) (as a heading) followed by the output data (5.2) listed "on-line" (parallel) with the computation. The input and output were in decimal (internally converted) and on paper tape originally (but the output was later transformed to magnetic tape just to speed up the printing process from fiexowriter to line printer). The actual input and output times were negligible.
The running time for each case was about //50 seconds. The calculations were run between December 1960 and May 1961. 6 . Use of Some Cyclic Groups. Let m be given and let p k 2m be an arbitrary given prime. Define a group in which the elements at are the following sets: is that ce belong to an ct¡ which is an r-th power in 21 p . This result follows from the cyclic structure of 2IP once we note that (ce)*(p> = z (mod p) for z an integer, hence (ce)*(p) belongs to ax the unit element, while \p(p) is the order of the group.
For illustration, we start with r = 2, and take p \ 2mb. Set We next consider the sub-group of 2IP , called 33p, all of whose elements have norms which are quadratic residues of p. Thus a«, is necessarily in 33p , while at is in Sßp if and only if ([t -m]/p) = +1. It is easily seen that the norms of representatives in o, are not all residues, by results on successions of residues and nonresidues. Thus $p has only order (p -(m/p))/2, since it must then be of index 2. Now if we normalize the representative of at in (6.1) belonging to Sp to be plus or minus an element of norm 1, we can say that if e = 1, then e represents a perfect square in 33P if and only if for some integers x and y (6.6) ±c2e = (x + ymV2)x (mod p).
But the condition for a perfect square in $SP is precisely the condition that ±« represents a perfect fourth power in ?fp , or 4 | H(p). Expanding (6.6), we discover we must be able to solve simultaneously ( 
6.4)
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x -my = s2c
For this it is necessary and sufficient that 2c(sia + s2) and 2mc(s\a -s2) be perfect squares modulo p. With some manipulation, we find, if N(e) = e = +1 and p \ 2mb, then a necessary and sufficient condition that 4 | H(p) is that (6.9) (-1/p) = (m/p) = ({2a/c -2]/p).
We can often simplify the result (6.9) to take the form
for smaller values of Q and R shown in the columns 10 and 11 of Table I 
2) X(£) = bt -3af + 36£m -am = 0.
Hence 3 | H(p) (for p { 6m) if and only if p is a splitting prime for the field R(£).
In fact, p must split into three distinct prime ideals since (-3m/p) = 1, and the discriminant D3 of the cubic can be shown to differ from -3m by a rational square. The reader is referred to Hasse's work [6] for details on the method. Finding the field discriminant of Ä(£) is rather lengthy but since the methods are so well-known we can merely outline the steps. The module [1, 6£, am/!;] consists only of integers of R(£) and its discriminant is -108mc4 by a direct calculation. Since only perfect squares could be superfluous factors of the discriminant, we need examine the basis elements to see if r + s6£ + tam/i, can be divisible by 2 (or 3) without r, s, and t being simultaneously divisible by 2 (or 3). We find the only possibilities are the following cases which we leave for the reader to verify : The occurrences of cases (i-iii) are noted in column 7 of Table I .
We finally obtain A supporting computation was made by Mr. Roy Lippmann on an IBM 650 to calculate all primitive reduced forms from D3. The square-free kernel m3 is shown in Table I , together with h(Di) and the conductor/3.
The h(D3) primitive forms (A, B, C) which are cubes under composition were most easily identified by finding some "convenient" small prime (p \ 6m) represented by the form and checking H(p), (see [1] ). The coefficients A and B of forms and representative primes p and H(p) are listed in Table III . Now in every case, it so happens that 3 || h(d]z ), hence there are h(d3fs )/3 forms which are perfect cubes. Also, the ambiguous forms are always perfect cubes, but in general they are not the complete set. The non-ambiguous forms, naturally, are written two at a time by means of ±B.
8. Irregular Primes. We finally note that there are many odd primes p, for which, for some fixed i > 0,
We call these primes irregular and we call i the index of irregularity. When p \ Qmb such cases are explained by some combinational curiosities much less transparent than those occurring in Section 3. They are listed because the occurrence of prime divisors of/ in the relative class number is of some theoretical value. These values were found by scanning the outputs (5.2) as/ ran over the odd primes p for cases where 6 ^ 0 (mod p). The 53 individual cases which emerged were tested by rerunning these cases, using / = p2. The values of b/f ^ 0 (mod /) indicated primes of index 1, while those where b/f = 0 while 6//p 3= 0 (mod /) indicated primes p of index 2. No odd primes of higher index emerged from the experiment.
(7.5) s = 9. Summary of Calculations. The problem ran some 40 hours and generated some 300 pages of tables, obviously too much to reproduce! We therefore attempt a qualitative résume. From the output, we would readily believe that when e = -1 there are infinitely many odd primes for which H(p) = 1, while when e = 1 there are infinely many primes for which H(p) -2. Indeed, even in the case e = 1, we know (from Section 4) that if p | m and p \ 66 then H(p) = 1. In either case, except for scattered irregular primes in Table IV , H(p) = H(pn).
A frequency count is surprising in its uniformity. When e = -1, we examine the 167 odd primes < 1000 and find H(p) -1 in 39-43 per cent of these primes as m varies, while when e = +1 the corresponding case H(p) = 2 occurs for 56-63 per cent of these primes as m varies. If we define P(m, n; x) as the proportion of primes g x for which H(p) = n (in reference to R(m112)) we find a reasonably steady value for P(5, 1; x). Table II is given to point out some relative class numbers which are small prime powers; H(p) = 3 is in Table III ; and H(p) = 2 or 4 comes from columns 10 and 11 of Table I . Despite the uniformity of the earlier frequency count, some values of m seem to be more "amenable" to given values of H(p) than others. This seeming paradox might again be a manifestation of the fact that "p < 1000" is a miniscule range of values! As far as congruence properties of H(p) are concerned, Sections 6 and 7 provide us with much more guidance. For example, by the uniform density of primes in linear congruence classes for a fixed modulus, when e = -l,H(p) = 0 (mod 4) only one-third as often as H(p) * 0 (mod 4).
In a similar manner, using known results on the distribution of primes represented by quadratic forms [8] , we can see that if k3 of the h(Ds) forms are perfect cubes, then k3/2h(D3) is the proportion of primes for which H(p) = 0 (mod 3), at least by "Dirichlet density." Actual frequency counts show the proportion to be reassuringly close to 3>¿; (with fc3 = h(D3)/2, in the cases treated here).
The congruence properties H(p) = 0 (mod 5), however, provide too few instances in the range p < 1000, to make a frequency count meaningful.
The conditions on p which make H(p) = 0 (mod 4) when e = -1, are more provocative. The percentage of such p(<1000) varies from 4 per cent (when m = 37) to 12 per cent (when m = 89). There seems to be no simple explanation (e.g., in terms of linear or quadratic forms). f When e = -1, Column 11 has the earliest prime p4 for which #(p<i) = 4.
(See Section 6). 
